Vibration compensation for high speed scanning tunneling microscopy
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Low scanning speed is a fundamental limitation of scanning tunneling microscopes (STMs), making real time imaging of surface processes and nanofabrication impractical. The effective scanning bandwidth is currently limited by the smallest resonant vibrational frequency of the piezobased positioning system (i.e., scanner) used in the STM. Due to this limitation, the acquired images are distorted during high speed operations. In practice, the achievable scan rates are much less than 1/10th of the resonant vibrational frequency of the STM scanner. To alleviate the scanning speed limitation, this article describes an inversion-based approach that compensates for the structural vibrations in the scanner and thus, allows STM imaging at high scanning speeds (relative to the smallest resonant vibrational frequency). Experimental results are presented to show the increase in scanning speeds achievable by applying the vibration compensation methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

In scanning tunneling microscopes (STMs), structural vibration of the scanner leads to distortions in the acquired image during high frequency (i.e., high speed) scanning of surfaces. These structural vibrations are induced by excitation of the resonant vibrational frequencies in the STM’s scanner. When the STM is used as a surface analysis instrument, some of these vibrations—caused distortions in the image can be removed through postcorrections. However, these distortions limit the use of STMs in both real-time visualization of surface processes and also limit their use in real-time surface modification applications such as nanofabrication. This article describes a method for achieving high-speed operation of STMs, by finding inputs that compensate for the induced vibrations. The method uses a model of the scanner’s dynamics to find input voltages that minimize vibrations during relatively high-speed operations. The approach is applied to an experimental STM and the results verify that imaging speeds can be increased by using vibration compensation methods. Although the method is applied to an STM, it is applicable to other scanning probe techniques, such as atomic force microscopy or magnetic force microscopy.

A. High speed STMs

Although STMs have improved greatly since their initial development, they still have serious limitations due to their slow scanning speed with imaging times ranging from several seconds to minutes for most conventional systems. These slow scanning speeds are not only inconvenient, but they also make STM systems more susceptible to the effects of external vibrations and piezoelectric drift. Currently, there is also great interest in high speed STMs for several applications, such as real time imaging with STMs to determine the dynamics and mechanisms of surface processes, high density data storage, and nanofabrication.

Scanning speeds can be increased by addressing two classes of problems: improving the control of the x-y axes and improving the control of the z axis. The x-y axis control problem and shows that significant improvements can be achieved by using vibration compensation techniques. This effort is complementary to other works aimed at improving scanning speeds, such as efforts to improve control in the z axis and advances in high speed electronics.

B. Scanning speed limitations

The x-y scanning speed in STM systems is limited by the smallest resonant vibrational frequency of the scanner. As the scanning speed is increased (relative to the smallest resonant vibrational frequency), the scanning movement excites the vibrational modes of the scanner and causes unwanted vibrations. These induced vibrations result in image distortions and limit the maximum scanning frequency of the STM. In practice, the achievable scan speed is substantially smaller (around 100 times smaller) than the smallest resonant vibrational frequency due to excitation of vibrations during turnarounds in the scanning motion.

STM scanning speeds are currently increased by either using feedback control techniques to increase bandwidth or by using piezoactuators with higher resonant vibrational frequencies. Though the use of feedback control improves linearity, turnaround transients due to velocity changes in the scan path substantially limit the maximum scan rates achieved. Furthermore, feedback (with the required resolution) may not be available for controlling the x-y axes in all STM systems. An alternative approach to increase the scan-
This article describes an inversion-based output-tracking approach\textsuperscript{19–21} that models the vibrational dynamics of the scanner and then uses the model to compensate for vibrations, thereby achieving imaging at relatively high scanning speeds. These methods tend to limit the scanning range of the system. In addition, it is noted that although the scanning frequency is larger because the resonant vibrational frequencies are larger, the scanning speed is still limited to about 1/100th the smallest resonant frequency of the scanner. In summary, scanning speeds in STMs are significantly limited by induced vibrations in the scanner.

The goal of an inversion-based approach, as applied to a STM scanner, is to find inputs that compensate for induced vibrations and thereby achieve the desired scanning trajectory. The vibration compensating input to the scanner is found through the following three steps: (a) modeling the vibrational dynamics of the scanner; (b) determining the inverse model of the vibrational dynamics; and (c) using the inverse model to find inputs that will achieve the desired imaging by compensating for induced vibrations. These three steps are presented below. We begin with a description of the experimental STM system used in this work.

\section*{A. Modeling of experimental system}

The experimental STM system studied in this article was a Burleigh Metris-1000 STM, which uses a sectored piezotube actuator (see Fig. 1) to position the tunneling probe. Although the work in this article uses a sectored piezotube actuator, the inversion-based vibration compensation theory is general\textsuperscript{22} and can be applied to other scanners such as those which use a different linear piezoelectric scanner for each of the x, y, and z motions. For the scanning pattern used in this article (described in Sec. III A), the movements in the y direction were low speed, with frequency components much smaller than the smallest resonant vibrational frequency in the y direction. Thus, the slow movements in the y direction did not lead to significant vibrations and were not considered in the study.

The vibrational dynamics of the scanner (in the x direction) were modeled experimentally using a dynamic signal analyzer (DSA) (HP3650A). The vibrational dynamics were constructed by first applying a sinusoidal command voltage $u$ of increasing frequency from the DSA to the scanner in the x direction. The vibrational response of the scanner was then measured using an inductive sensor. The measured output signal $S_{\text{output}}$ from the inductive sensor was then returned to the DSA. The resulting input-output responses (magnitude and phase responses) at different input frequencies\textsuperscript{24} are shown as Bode plots in Fig. 2. The Bode plots were then used to construct a model of the scanner described in terms of the following transfer function (in the Laplace domain)

\begin{equation}
\frac{S_{\text{output}}(s)}{u(s)} = \frac{2.035 \times 10^5 (s^2 - 1.07 \times 10^5 s + 4.98 \times 10^9)}{(s + 6.28 \times 10^5)^2(s^2 + 1.80 \times 10^5 s + 6.30 \times 10^8)}.
\end{equation}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\caption{Sected-tube piezoelectric actuator and raster scan pattern. The x-y axes of the sectored-tube piezoelectric actuator (top) correspond to displacements parallel to the sample surface and the z-axis changes the tip-to-sample distance. A raster scan pattern (bottom) is used to collect surface data.}
\end{figure}
where $S_{\text{output}}(s)$ is the Laplace transform of the output voltage measured by the inductive sensor and $u(s)$ is the input voltage applied to the scanner. The transfer function relating the command voltage $u$ applied to the scanner and the actual displacement $x$ (in angstroms) of the scanner was then calibrated and found as

$$\frac{x(s)}{u(s)} = \frac{1.13 \times 10^7(s^2 - 1.07 \times 10^5s + 4.98 \times 10^9)}{(s + 6.28 \times 10^3)^2(s^2 + 1.80 \times 10^3s + 6.30 \times 10^8)} = \frac{n(s)}{d(s)}. \tag{2}$$

Using this model [Eq. (2)], an inversion-based approach can now be used to determine the vibration-compensating inputs that achieve tracking of a desired scan path $x_d$.

### B. Optimal inversion-based approach for improved positioning

As opposed to an exact inversion approach which finds inputs to exactly track a desired scan path (modulo modeling errors), a recently developed theory for optimal inversion was used to determine the inputs. The optimal inverse sacrifices the exact tracking requirement in order to achieve other goals, such as reduction of the input bandwidth and amplitudes, and to reduce the effects of modeling uncertainties.

This optimal inversion problem is posed as the minimization of the following objective functional:

$$J(u) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left\{ u^*(j\omega)R(j\omega)u(j\omega) + [x(j\omega) - x_d(j\omega)]^* \right\}$$

$$\times Q(j\omega)\left[x(j\omega) - x_d(j\omega)\right] \, d\omega, \tag{3}$$

where the transfer function of the vibrational dynamics [Eq. (2)] has been converted into the frequency domain by replacing the Laplace variable $s$ in Eq. (2) with the complex frequency $j\omega$. The superscript $*$ implies conjugate transpose, and $x_d$ is the desired output trajectory (scan path) in the frequency domain.

In this objective functional, $R(j\omega)$ and $Q(j\omega)$ are non-negative frequency dependent real-valued scalars (both should not be simultaneously zero at any frequency) that represent the weights on input $u$ and output-tracking error $(x - x_d)$. For example, the amplitudes of the inputs can be reduced by choosing large values of $R$. This, however, can result in greater tracking error $(x - x_d)$. Recent works discuss these trade-offs in more detail. However, we point out two cases with extreme choices of $R$ and $Q$. In the first case, if the weight on the scan path tracking error is zero, $Q = 0$, but $R$ is nonzero, then the best strategy is not to track the desired trajectory at all. In the second case, if the weight on the inputs are zero, i.e., $R = 0$ but $Q$ is nonzero then the best strategy is to exactly track the desired scan path, i.e., $x = x_d$. Thus, for the second case, the resulting optimal inverse is the exact-inverse input that achieves exact tracking of the desired scan path $x_d$ without any modification.

For the above objective functional, the optimal inverse input $u_{\text{opt}}$ to the scanner is given as (code available by e-mail to: santosh@eng.utah.edu)

$$u_{\text{opt}}(j\omega) = \frac{d(j\omega)}{n(j\omega)} \times \left\{ \frac{n^*(j\omega)Q(j\omega)n(j\omega)}{d^*(j\omega)R(j\omega)d(j\omega) + n^*(j\omega)Q(j\omega)n(j\omega)} \right\} x_d(j\omega). \tag{4}$$

This optimal inverse input $u_{\text{opt}}$ is then applied to the scanner to reduce the effects of vibrations and thereby achieve high speed scanning.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations of the STM scanner were performed to study the effects of the structural vibrations in imaging, which also were experimentally verified. The vibration-compensation approach then was applied to the experimental STM system to remove the effects of the structural vibrations and to achieve high speed scanning.

Two scanning speeds were chosen to study the vibrational effects. The first scanning speed consisted of a relatively slow scanning frequency of 50 Hz which is just over 1/100th the fundamental vibrational mode (Fig. 2) of the STM scanner. The effects of structural vibrations should not be significant at this relatively low 50 Hz scanning frequency. The second (faster) scanning speed was chosen as 445 Hz, which corresponds to approximately 1/10th the fundamental vibrational mode, where the effects of the vibrational dynamics on the STM image are clearly visible. Descriptions of the scan pattern and x-scan path used are given below. The simulation results also are presented, as are the experimental results.
A. Raster scan pattern

The standard scan pattern used to image sample surfaces in STMs is the raster pattern (Fig. 1). For a fixed y displacement, the x displacement varies and the tunneling current is measured at different positions along the x-scan path. Since position information is not available, the tunneling current is measured at a constant sampling rate. Once a complete scan in the x direction is finished, the y displacement is incremented, and the process is repeated. Thus, the x-scan path chosen (Fig. 3) consists of the following three time segments: (a) a forward scan where the z-axis data is collected (the tunneling current is measured) at a constant sampling rate; (b) a quicker return scan path where no z-axis data is collected; and (c) a short time interval where the x displacement remains constant while the y displacement is incremented. Although the results presented are for this particular scan path, the proposed inversion-based vibration-compensation approach is applicable to other scan paths as well.

B. Simulation results

To study the effects of vibrations on the imaging capabilities of the STM, simulations were performed. Low- and high-frequency scanning were simulated. At low scan frequencies, the vibrational effects are small and the relation between the x displacement x and the applied input u can be approximated by the following expression:

\[ x = ku, \]

where \( k = 2.26 \, \text{Å}/\text{v} \) is the low frequency gain of the scanner found by setting \( s = 0 \) in Eq. (2) and \( u \) is the input voltage to the scanner. Thus the input that achieves the desired scan path \( x_d \) (Fig. 3), can be found as

\[ u(t) = \frac{1}{k} x_d(t). \]  

This input does not consider the dynamic vibrations in the STM system. Therefore, the achieved scan path will differ from the desired scan path. This difference between the achieved and desired scan paths can be significant at high-speed scanning.

Simulations were performed (using MATLAB\textsuperscript{25}) by applying inputs which were found without accounting for the vibrations [Eq. (6)]. The simulated scan path and the desired
scan path are shown in Fig. 3 for a low frequency (50 Hz) input trajectory and a high frequency (445 Hz) input trajectory. Simulated STM images of a single row of atoms for a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface also are depicted in this same figure. Larger simulated surface scans of the same atomic surface are shown in Fig. 4. The distortions appear in these simulations due to the deviations of the achieved scan path from the desired scan path caused by the vibrations.

As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the effects of the vibrational dynamics are negligible at the low scanning rate of 50 Hz. However, at the higher scanning rate of 445 Hz the vibrational dynamics significantly affect the x-scan path and simulations show a significantly distorted image. This is due to the fact that the achieved scan path deviates significantly from the desired scan path for the higher input trajectory of 445 Hz (Fig. 3). For example, the initial portion of the achieved scan path actually is in the wrong direction in the initial portion of the scan (Fig. 3), thereby resulting in a blurred image. After the achieved scan path turns and the tunneling tip moves in the correct direction, there still is a large time delay between the achieved scan path and the desired scan path. In addition to this lag in the scan path, there also is a large discrepancy between the desired scan path amplitude and the achieved scan path amplitude (Fig. 3).

C. Experimental results

To verify the simulation results and demonstrate how the inversion-based approach can be used to compensate effectively for the vibrational dynamics, the experimental STM system (described in Sec. II A) was used to scan the surface of a HOPG graphite sample. In these experiments the STM was operated in the constant height mode (i.e., the z-axis feedback controls were inactive). This allowed the isolation and investigation of the vibrational effects in the x axis. All experiments were performed on the same sample with the same setup.

Two sets of experiments were performed. For the first set, the inputs that do not compensate for vibrations [found using Eq. (6)] were applied to the STM scanner, first, at a 50 Hz scanning rate, and second, at a 445 Hz scanning rate (shown in Fig. 5). These experimental images are similar to the simulation results shown in Fig. 4. Second, the inputs determined using the inversion-based vibration-compensation approach [Eq. (4)] were applied to the experi-
mental system and the resulting images are shown in Fig. 6. As seen from these figures, the effects of the vibrational dynamics have been effectively removed (compare Figs. 5 and 6) by the use of the vibration compensation approach and high speed scanning is achieved. The inputs used to compensate for the vibrations are shown in Fig. 7. The simulation results and experimental results demonstrate that high-speed scanning can be achieved by using inputs that compensate for vibrations. Even at the relatively low scanning rate of 50 Hz, the optimal inversion-based approach improved the imaging of the STM system. In the experimental surface image shown in Fig. 5, a slight blurring or stretching of the image occurs along the left hand side, often referred to as tip drag. This tip drag effect, although relatively small at 50 Hz, has been removed from the 50 Hz image by the inversion-based vibration compensation approach (compare Figs. 5 and 6).

The distortions in the STM image due to vibrations are significant at the higher scanning frequency of 445 Hz as shown in the simulated STM image (Fig. 4) and verified by the experimental STM image (Fig. 5). These distortions in the image at the 445 Hz scanning rate have been removed using the inversion-based vibration-compensation approach, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the inversion-based approach can be used to achieve STM imaging at significantly higher scan rates (relative to smallest vibrational frequency of the scanning system). Thus, the inversion-based approach allows the STM to be used in high speed scanning for real-time imaging of dynamic effects and for STM-based nanofabrication.

It is noted that the scanning speed of the STM system used in the experiments was limited to 445 Hz due to hardware considerations (computational and data acquisition overheads). Related previous works on general piezoelectric scanning systems have demonstrated that scanning is possible at scanning frequencies near the fundamental vibrational frequency of the scanner. Our current research is aimed at extending the scanning in the STM system to higher speeds, approaching the first fundamental vibrational frequency, which would correspond to scan rates in the 2–4 kHz range. Other current efforts also include using hysteresis compensation for large range scanning and the integration of the vibration-compensation approach for high-speed x-y scanning with improvements in the z-axis controls.
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